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 North Korea's Peripheral Diplomacy in the
 "Post Kim Jong-ll Era" and Its Relationship
 with Japan

 Abstract

 After the second launch of the "Kwangmyongsong-3" satellite and the third

 nuclear test, North Korea's peripheral diplomacy was put in a tight spot. The

 Sino-DPRK relationship has stepped into a rough patch; the DPRK-US relationship

 remains in a stalemate condition; and the DPRK-Russia relationship has warmed

 up but is still unable to rapidly change the internal and external difficulties facing

 North Korea. Under these circumstances, North Korea has to make a concession

 on the "Abduction Issue", which successfully prompted Japan to lift its unilateral

 sanctions. North Korea's concession on the "Abduction Issue" this time was an

 attempt to break through its peripheral diplomatic dilemma. However, the brief

 easing of the DPRK-Japan relationship due to the progress from the "Abduction

 Issue" does not mean that the relationship between these two countries will have

 a substantive change. Subject to the Japan-US alliance, the US-Japan-ROK trilateral

 coordination mechanism and Japan's position on North Korea's nuclear and missile

 issues, Japan's policy towards DPRK is difficult to be substantively changed and

 adjusted.

 Key words: Post Kim Jong-il Era; North Korea's Peripheral Diplomacy; DPRK-Japan

 Relationship
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 INTRODUCTION

 After the second launch of the Optical Star 3 satellite and the

 third nuclear test, the situation of North Korea's peripheral diplo-

 macy further deteriorated. To alleviate the enormous pressures

 brought about by worsening the external environment, North Korea

 had to make a concession on the "Abduction Issue", even though

 it repeatedly stressed that it had resolved and resolutely opposed

 the entanglement of the "Abduction Issue", seeking to ease the

 DPRK-Japan relationship, and then propelling the alleviation of the

 peripheral diplomatic dilemma. Eventually, North Korea restarted

 the full investigation into the "Abduction Issue" by establishing a

 high-level "Special Investigation Commission", while Japan lifted

 part of the unilateral sanctions against North Korea therefore, their

 relationship has entered a period of brief easing. But actually, the

 loose relationship between DPRK and Japan does not play a critical

 role in influencing North Korea's peripheral diplomacy as expected,

 as its influence on North Korea's periphery diplomacy is extremely

 limited.

 Starting with North Korea's peripheral diplomacy in the "Post

 Kim Jong-il Era", this essay will tease out the changing process of

 North Korea's relationship with China, U.S. and Russia, clarify the
 basic thread of interactions on the "Abduction Issue" between DPRK

 and Japan, and explore the internal reasons for the limited progress

 made by DPRK and Japan on it and why the relationship between

 DPRK and Japan could achieve a period of brief ease.

 NORTH KOREA'S PERIPHERAL DIPLOMATIC

 DILEMMA IN THE "POST KIM JONG-IL ERA"

 After Kim Jong-un took the reins of supreme leadership of North

 94
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 Korea, China, the United States, Russia and other peripheral pow-

 ers were full of expectations, hoping that Kim could bring a brand

 new look for North Korea's domestic and foreign affairs. However,

 with two launches of the Optical Star 3 satellite and the third nu-

 clear test, Kim Jong-un clearly demonstrated his continuance of the

 "Military First Policy" and his persistence on possessing nuclear

 weapons. The peripheral powers are utterly dissatisfied with North

 Korea's new leader and eventually unanimously approve of the UN

 Security Council Resolution 2094 to impose the most severe sanc-

 tions against North Korea. North Korea's peripheral diplomacy in

 the "Post Kim Jong-il Era" has thus created a predicament.

 The Sino-DPRK relationship stepping into a rough patch

 The nuclear tests in October 2006 and May 2009 landed a blow

 to the Sino-DPRK relationship. But China and North Korea still

 maintained relatively good traditionally friendly relations before the

 death of Kim Jong-il. China's then premier Wen Jiabao paid an of-

 ficial visit to North Korea in October 2009. Kim Jong-il also visited

 China four times respectively in May 2010, August 2010, May 2011

 and August 2011 respectively. At that time the bilateral relationship,

 which had been impacted was able to consolidate. After the official

 announcement of Kim Jong-il's death, China sent a message of con-

 dolence to North Korea at the fastest pace, and initially expressed

 China's support for North Korea's new leader. Then party and state

 leader Hu Jintao and other leaders went to the DPRK's embassy in

 China to offer condolences. In addition, China provided 0.5 million

 tons of food and 0.25 million tons of fuel as emergency assistance to

 North Korea to help it tide over the difficulties.1

 1 "Japanese media: China Provides 0.5 Million Tons of Food and 0.25 Million Tons of Fuel
 As Emergency Assistance to North Korea", www.ifeng.com, Jan. 30 2012, http://news.
 ifeng.com/world/special/jinzhengri/content-4/detail_2012_01/30/12185624_0.shtml
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 In the initial period after North Korea's new leader took office,

 the Sino-DPRK relationship once presented the development of a

 positive trend, which could be found in the frequent senior govern-

 ment officials' visits between the two countries. In January 2012,

 China's then vice foreign minister Fu Ying and North Korea's then

 first vice foreign minister Kim Kye-gwan exchanged visits; in April,

 a delegation of Korean Workers Party paid a visit to China; in the

 following August, after Wang Jiarui, Minister of the International

 Department, Central Committee of CPC, visited North Korea and

 met with Kim Jong-un officially, North Korea's then Vice Chair-

 man of the Nation Defense Commission Jang Song-thaek visited

 China, received by then Chinese President Hu Jintao and Premier

 Wen Jiabao; in November, a CPC delegation paid a visit to North

 Korea, passing a personal letter by newly-elected General Secretary

 of CPC Xi Jin-ping to Kim Jong-un. In the meantime, the two coun-

 tries carried out economic and trade cooperation in a wider range:

 both sides formally signed a cooperative development agreement

 on the Hwanggumpyong and Wihwa Island in October 2012 and

 started the development of Hwanggumpyong on September 15th.

 Furthermore, both sides pushed on a series of economic coopera-

 tion programs with large scale in Rason, Chongjin and so on. After

 acquisition of the use right of Pier 1 in Rojin Porrt, China obtained

 construction right and 50 years of use right of Pier 4 to 6 in Rojin

 Port, 30 years of use right of Connecting Pier 3&4 in Chongjin Port

 respectively at the end of 2011 and in September 2012 respectively,2

 and would invest $ 3 billion in Rosan for constructing the airport

 and the railway from Tumen to Rosan, etc.3

 2 "Chinese media: China Assures 30 years of Lease of Pier 3&4 of Chongjin Port", Sep.
 10, 2012, http://chinese.yonhapnews.co.kr/allheadlines/2012/09/10/0200000000A
 CK20120910002500881.HTML.

 3 "China Obtains 50 Years of Use Right of Pier 4 to 6 in Rason Zone", Feb. 15,
 2012, http://chinese.yonhapnews.co.kr/allheadlines/2012/02/15/0200000000A
 CK20120215001900881.HTML.
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 However, being once again impacted by North Korea's satellite

 launching as well as the third nuclear test, the above-mentioned

 positive developments of the Sino-DPRK relationship were inter-

 rupted. On February 12th, 2012, regardless of the opposition by

 the international community, North Korea re-launched the Optical

 Star 3 satellite. After expressing regret,4 China and other member

 states unanimously approved of the UN Security Council Resolu-

 tion 2087, which addressed the transgression. For a change, China

 displayed an overtly tough attitude. For this, North Korea grumbled

 about what China had done, whose National Defense Council made

 a statement on January 24th, 2013, insinuating that China was

 "sightless", and that they should "unhesitatingly abandon the fun-

 damental principles", and be "obdurate", and that they were acting

 as "a marionette".5 On February 12th, 2013, North Korea conducted

 the third nuclear test. China not only expressed solemn disappoint-

 ment but also actively participated in and agreed upon the UN Se-

 curity Council Resolution 2094 regarding the test. Even during the

 discussion, China claimed to "support the UN Security Council to

 make necessary responses to North Korea's nuclear test".6 After the

 unanimous approval of the resolution on "whether to impose sanc-

 tion on North Korea through means such as stopping oil export or

 trade", China further explicitly claimed to "address the concerned

 problems according to international laws".7 Thereafter, for the first

 4 "Foreign Ministry Spokesman Hong Lei Holds Regular Press Conference on Dec. 12,
 2012", Dec. 12, 2012, http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_chn/fyrbt_602243/jzhsl_602247/
 t997541.shtml.

 5 "DPRK NDC Issues Statement Refuting UNSC Resolution", KCNA, Jan. 24, 2013, http://
 www.kcna.co.jp/item/2013/201301/news24/20130124-10ee.html.

 6 "Foreign Ministry Spokeswoman Hua Chunying Holds Regular Press Conference on May.
 7, 2012", http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_chn/fyrbt_602243/jzhsl_602247/tl019372.
 shtml.

 7 "Foreign Ministry Spokeswoman Hua Chunying Holds Regular Press Conference on May.
 8, 2012", http://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_chn/fyrbt_602243/jzhsl_602247/tl019798.
 shtml.
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 time, China publicly, definitely and strictly implemented the reso-

 lutions against North Korea concerning nuclear weapons , satellite

 launching and so on. China's Ministry of Transport, Ministry of

 Commerce, Industry and Information Technology, General Admin-

 istration of Customs as well as the relevant departments adopted se-

 vere export restrictions, while the main state-owned banks stopped

 the business with North Korea,8 and in the first half of 2014 the

 crude oil export from China to North Korea suspended according-

 ly.9 With China's tough attitude on North Korea's nuclear issue , the

 Sino-DPRK relationship descended to indifference suddenly.

 To ease the tensions between the two countries and promote the

 communication for both sides on North Korea's nuclear issue, a spe-

 cial envoy for the North Korean leader, Choe Ryong-hae, the first

 vice foreign minister Kim Kye-gwan and the head of the Six-Party

 Talks for North Korea, Ri Yong-ho, and others, in late May 2013

 and mid-September, respectively, visited China; the Chinese vice

 president Li Yuanchao, special representative of China in charge of

 the Korean Peninsula affairs and head of China for the Six-Party

 Talks, Wu Dawei, and others, visited North Korea in late July and

 mid-August respectively. Nevertheless this series of reciprocal visits

 of senior government officials failed to bridge the radical dispar-
 ities between both sides on North Korea's nuclear issue and the

 Sino-DPRK political ties were not rekindled. At the beginning of

 July 2014, President Xi Jinping paid an official visit to South Korea,

 which not only made him the first Chinese state leader who firstly

 visited Korea without visiting North Korea after taking office, but

 also broke China's consistent traditional polices on the Korean Pen-

 insula. Therefore the divergence between China and North Korea

 8 "Japanese Media: China's Four Major National Banks Stop Remittance to North Korea",
 May 11, 2013, http://finance.cankaoxiaoxi.com/2013/0511/206844.shtml

 9 "China Exports None Crude Oil and More Petroleum Products in the Second Quarter",
 July 29, 2014, http://www.ce.cn/cysc/ny/shiyou/201407/29/t20140729_3245225.shtml.
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 was brought into public view. Also affected by the frosty political

 relationship, the government-oriented trade cooperation nearly

 stagnated.

 The DPRK-US Relationship in Continual Stalemate

 Since Obama's assuming office as President in 2009, the US

 government has been pursuing a "strategic patience" policy towards

 North Korea": if North Korea doesn't make substantive concessions

 on the nuclear issue, the US will never hold bilateral talks as well as

 restart the six-party talks. The attitude of US towards North Korean

 nuclear and "six-party talks" issues is to wait and see before it shifts

 its grounds; in contrast, the US vigorously coordinates positions

 with Japan and Korea to build up the triangular alliance of US,

 Japan and Korea on one hand, and on the other hand, the US ener-

 getically pushes the international community to impose economic

 sanctions against and magnify the diplomatic isolation of North

 Korea to achieve the goal of compelling it to change its behaviors.10

 Thus, both in the later period of the Kim Jong-il Era and after the

 succession of Kim Jong-un, North Korea has encountered difficulty

 in carrying out effective conversations and communications with

 the US and the US-DPRK relationship has always remained in stale-
 mate.

 After Kim Jong-un's succession as the top leader, to realize the

 direct dialogue and communication with the US, North Korea also

 repeatedly sent signals of goodwill and actively sought to contact

 while maintaining hawkish and antagonistic stance on important

 issues like satellite launching, nuclear tests, US-Korean military

 exercises and so on. In mid-January 2012, the Associated Press's

 Pyongyang Bureau was established as the first western news agency

 10 Liu Junbo, "Investigation on Obama's Policy Towards North Korea from the Point of View

 of 'Strategic Patience'", "China International Studies 2010(6), pp.58-59.
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 set-up in the region. Yang Hyung-sop, then Vice President of the

 Presidium of the DPRK Supreme People's Assembly received a del-

 egation from the Associated Press. In late February, North Korea

 and the US held the third summit dialogue in Beijing and achieved

 an active success: North Korea traded the assent of suspending the

 uranium enrichment program, nuclear test and long-range missile

 test for the resumption of food aid by the US.11 But this success

 proved meaningless with the first launching of the Optical Star 3

 satellite in mid-April 2012. After that, the US ceased the food aid

 to North Korea and at the same time led the UN Security Council

 to enlarge the range of the sanction. In late June 2012, Obama de-

 clared the prolongation of the sanction on North Korea since June

 2008 and soon the US Senate passed the Amendment of the "Farm

 Bill" to forbid the US government from aiding North Korea through

 the oversea aid projects for agricultural product.

 Facing the kickback of the international community to the

 second launching of the Optical Star 3 satellite and the third nu-

 clear test, North Korea took a very hard line: on March 5th, 2013,
 North Korea announced the abolition of the "Korean Armistice

 Agreement"; in the next two days "Rodong Sinmun" successively

 published articles and editorials, threatening to "use precise nuclear

 attacks to Seoul and Washington into fire", stressing "autonomy is

 more expensive than life".12

 But North Korea didn't give up seeking dialogue with the US

 while continuing to hold its hard attitude. To reach this goal, Kim

 Jong-un actively carried out the "basketball diplomacy". At the end

 of February 2013, the former US NBA star Rodman was invited

 to North Korea and brought back the message that Kim Jong-un

 11 "North Korea and US Announce the Results of High-Level Dialogue", Mar. 2, http://news.

 xinhuanet.com/world/2012-03/02/c_122780781.htm.

 12 "North Korea Repeatedly Threatens with Nuclear War and Constructs Militarily
 Antagonistic Atmosphere", Oct. 6, 2014, http://chinese.yonhapnews.co.kr/allheadlines/2
 013/03/07/0200000000ACK20130307003000881.HTML.
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 hoped to talk with Obama by phone.13 Later, in early October 2013,

 late December and early January, Rodman again visited North Ko-

 rea three times. While in the same period, North Korea not only

 displayed a degree of restraint on whether to fire the Musudan

 medium-range missile in mid-April, but also showed the willing-

 ness to solve the related problems through conversations and take

 the positive actions when Choe Ryong-hae, a special envoy for the

 North Korean leader, visited China in May 2012. North Korea even

 suggested making "dialogues and contacts without preconditions"

 between the governments of North Korea and the US.

 In addition to the above efforts, North Korea also proactively

 conducted "hostage diplomacy". As the sixth American citizen de-

 tained by North Korea, Korean American Pae Jun-ho was sentenced

 to 15 years of penal punishment by North Korea's Supreme Court

 in the name of "subversion of state conspiracy".14 When looking

 upon its precedents, North Korea's "hostage diplomacy" showed its

 implicit purposes: North Korea first detained American citizens and

 took the chance to declare that the US had to send "senior people"

 (former presidents or current senior officials) as special envoys to

 North Korea to successfully rescue the "detained hostages". It is

 by this extremely special diplomatic means that North Korea at-

 tempted to realize the direct dialogue and contact. In the purpose

 of saving Pae Jun-ho, the US was compelled to send "senior people"

 once again to visit North Korea. Finally, the US government decided

 to send Robert King, the special state representative in charge of

 North Korea's human rights affairs to assume the office of the spe-

 cial envoy. In order to force the US to send people of higher ranks,

 North Korea refused twice the visit of US special envoy Robert King

 13 "Kim Jong-un: Looking Forward to Taking with Obama by Phone", May 5, 2013, http://
 news.xinhuanet.com/world/2013-03/05/c_124415310.htm.

 14 "North Korea Explains in Detail the Korean-American Wants to Overturn Its Regime",
 May 10, 2013, http://www.chinanews.com/gj/2013/05-10/4806212.shtml.
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 at the end of August 2013 and in February 2014, respectively and

 again detained two Americans, Millar Matthew and Jeffrey Foer, in

 the name of "hostile behaviors against North Korea".15 The US here-

 to needed to rescue three American citizens from North Korea and

 it was quite clear that North Korea pressured the US to restore the

 dialogue and contact. And reports said that in April, August 2012

 and August 2013, many US government senior officials secretly vis-

 ited North Korea more than once.16 It came as a surprise that North

 Korea suddenly set free Jeffrey Foer on October 21, 2014 and later

 the US CIA chief Clapper visited North Korea as a "private envoy"

 of Obama on November 8th and took Pae Jun-ho and Millar back
 to the US.

 The reason why North Korea released three American hostages

 without any quid pro quo was to worry that the UN Security Coun-

 cil at last would take the North Korean leader to the International

 Criminal Court with the issue of human rights. After the succes-

 sion of the North Korean top leader, Kim Jong-un continuously

 carried out political purges and even the VIP Jang Song-thaek was

 politically ousted from his powerful position, which drew the great

 attention of the international society. On February 17th, 2014, the

 International Commission of Inquiry on North Korea's Human

 Rights Situation of the UN Human Rights Council issued an inves-

 tigation report on North Korean human rights. The report disclosed

 in detail the persistently and massively organized human rights

 abuses in North Korea in the last tens of years, suggesting the UN

 International Criminal Court make international judicial initiative
 on it and look into the North Korean leaders' international criminal

 responsibilities. Kim Jong-un would face the international judicial

 15 "US Asks North Korea to Release the Two Detained Americans Based on Humanitarian

 Reasons", July 1, 2014, http://www.chinanews.com/gj/2014/07-01/6335652.shtml.

 16 "Can Secret Contacts Bring A Favorable Turn to the US-DPRK Relationship", Chino Youth

 Daily, Sep. 9, 2014, the fourth edition.
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 punishment if only the UN International Criminal Court began to

 pressure the international judicial accountability, which was ab-

 solutely unacceptable for North Korea, threatening the hegemony

 of the regime whose political philosophy is characterized by the

 "Leader is highest". So, North Korea strongly condemned the US

 and its followers while unexpectedly releasing three American hos-

 tages. Even so, the UN Third Commission responsible for human

 rights still passed the resolution on North Korean human rights on

 November 18th, 2014, making it clear that North Korea's human

 rights situation would be presented to the International Criminal

 Court and suggesting the UN Security Council impose sanctions on

 North Korean leaders.17 North Korea saw the approval of the reso-

 lution as " the most hostile policies towards North Korea", asserting

 to reinforce "war deterrence" to cope with the American hostile pol-
 icies.18

 In late November 2014, the opposition and condemnation

 caused by the UN resolution on North Korean human rights had

 yet to calm down and the Sony Pictures in the US was attacked by
 hackers. Since the cause of the accident was associated with a film

 themed on "assassinating the North Korean top leader Kim Jomg-

 un", which the company was planning to release, North Korea was

 accused of the hacking. In view of the accident, President Obama

 signed an order to add sanctions on North Korea in early January.19

 It inevitably aggravated the tension between North Korea and the

 US, and the informal conversation on January 20th, 2015 ended

 fruitlessly and the deadlock was still difficult to break.

 17 "UN Approves the Resolution on North Korean Human Rights and China Votes No", Nov.
 19, 2014, http://world.huanqiu.com/exclusive/2014-ll/5207496.html.

 18 "North Korea Asserts to Reinforce'War Deterrence'to Cope with the American Hostile
 Policies", Nov. 11, 2014, http://www.chinanews.com/mil/2014/ll-20/6797851.shtml.

 19 "Obama Strongly Responds to'Hack of Sony'and Officially Adds to Sanctions Against
 North Korea ", Jan. 3, 2015, http://www.chinanews.com/gj/2015/01-03/6930693.shtml.
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 Re-warming of the DPRK-Russia Relationship

 Similar to the Sino-DPRK relationship, the DPRK-Russia rela-

 tionship also presented an active and friendly trend at the begin-

 ning of Kim Jong-un's succession. On the day of the disclosure of

 Kim Jong-il' death, Russia's then the president Medvedve also sent

 a telegram of condolence to express deep regret.20 To express his

 appreciation, Kim Jong-un replied to him, displaying willingness

 toward further development between the two countries.21 In the

 mean time, in the article "Russia and the Continuously Changing

 World" published in the late February 2012, while emphasizing to

 insist on the stance of denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula,

 then the Russian premier Putin expressed his support to North Ko-

 rea's new leader, asserting that "the attempt by some people trying

 to threaten the new North Korean leader and the countermeasures

 put forward by them can't be tolerated".22 After Putin was reelected

 to be president, Kim Jong-un sent a letter of congratulations and

 hoped that the traditional friendly cooperation could be consolidat-

 ed and reinforced.23 At Putin's 60th birthday, Kim Jong-un specially

 sent a congratulatory telegram and again expressed "the belief that

 the friendly relationship between DPRK and Russia with a long

 history will be strengthened and developed". Although the meeting

 and reciprocal visits were not realized, the series of active interac-

 tions still pushed the development of the DPRK-Russia relationship.

 20 "Russia Hopes Kim Jong-il's Death Will Not Influence the Development of the Russia-
 DPRK Relationship", Dec. 19, 2011, http://news.xinhuanet.com/world/2011-12/19/
 c_111256964.html.

 21 "Kim Jong-un Writes to Many Countries to Express Gratitude and the List
 Does Not Include China", Jan. 29, 2012, http://phtv.ifeng.com/program/news/
 detail_2012_01/29/12172088_0.shtml.

 22 Vladimir Putin, "Russia and the Continuously Changing World", http://www.russia.org.
 cn/chn/2735/31294582.html.

 23 "Kim Jong-un Wishes Putin A Success on the Road to Construct A Strong Russia", Mar. 9,

 2012, http://www.chinanews.com/gj/2012/03-09/3732704.shtml.
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 But Resolution 2094 unanimously approved of by the UN Se-

 curity Council brought negative influences to the DPRK-Russia

 relationship. In the joint statement issued after the summit of Rus-

 sia and South Korea, Russia clearly stated that it had no chance to

 tolerate the nuclear and missile developing route that North Korea

 insisted on and did not admit the position that North Korea owned

 nuclear weapons, stressing that North Korea should comply with

 the relevant resolutions of the UN Security Council and the related

 commitments of denuclearization.24 In early December 2013, Putin

 signed an executive order to carry out the UN Security Council

 Resolution 2094 and following that, Russia began to impose sanc-
 tions on North Korea.

 Since 2014, Russia was isolated and punished by western coun-

 tries due to the Ukraine Crisis, which just became a turning point

 for the re-warming of the DPRK-Russia relationship. In early May

 2014, Putin signed an agreement to cancel the debt of $10 billion,
 which covered 90% of the debt that North Korea owed the former

 USSR. It was not until August 2011, when Kim Jong-il formally

 visited Russia that the negotiation on the reduction and exemption

 of the North Korean debt made a breakthrough, the process of

 which had lasted for nearly 20 years. Finally an adjustment agree-

 ment on debt was signed in September 2012.25 In late August 2014,

 North Korea changed its Russian ambassador to the former vice

 foreign minister Kim Hyung-jun, who was once in charge of the Si-

 no-DPRK relationship, which embodied North Korea's emphasis on

 the relationship. Later, in late September and early October, Russian

 vice foreign minister met North Korea's new ambassador to Russia

 and the new foreign minister Lee Su-yong spoke with the Russian

 24"South Korea and Russia Hold the Summit and Discuss the Cooperation to
 Maintain Peace of the Peninsula", Nov. 13, 2013, http://chinese.yonhapnews.co.kr/
 newpgm/9908000000.html?cid=ACK20131113003000881.

 25 "Putin Approves the Agreement to Cancel $10 billions of Debt That North Korea Owes
 to the Former USSR", http://world.huanqiu.com/exclusive/2014-05/4987853.html.
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 foreign minister during the visit. Just at that instance there even

 came the news that the summit of both sides would be held which

 demonstrated to some extent the re-warming of the DPRK-Russia

 relationship. But unfortunately, due to domestic affairs, Kim Jong-

 un failed to attend the celebrations for Russia's 70th anniversary of

 the victory of the Great Patriotic War held on May 9, 2015.26

 Furthermore, the gradual development of the bilateral eco-

 nomic and trade cooperation was also a major achievement of the

 DPRK-Russia relationship in the "Post Kim Jong-il Era". On Septem-

 ber 22nd, 2013, the railway from Rajin of North Korea to Hasson

 of Russia restarted operations. The reconstruction project was one

 of the key works to realize the rail-transportation connecting the

 Trans-Siberian Railway with the railway running through the Ko-

 rean Peninsula. On July 18, 2014, Pier 3 of the Rajin Port of North

 Korea was completed with Russian enterprises participating the

 construction. After the productive results of the "DPRK-Russia Mos-

 cow Declaration" signed by the late North Korean leader Kim Jong-

 il and Putin, the two cooperative projects were endowed by North

 Korea with the significance of a friendly bridge connecting Europe

 and Northeast Asia as well as a promotion of the international sta-

 tus of the Rajin Economic and Trade Zone, whose final success laid

 a solid foundation for the deepening of the DPRK-Russia economic

 and trade relationship.

 DPRK-JAPAN CONTACTS AND COMMUNICATIONS
 AROUND THE "ABDUCTION ISSUE"

 The sustained chilling of the DPRK-Japanese relationship ex-

 26 "Russia Affirms That Kim Jong-un Will Not Attend the Celebrations for Russia's 70th
 Anniversary of the Victory of the Great Patriotic War", April, 30, 2015, http://news.
 xinhuanet.com/2015-04/30/c_1115149918.html.
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 perienced a brief warming after the limited progress regarding the

 "Abduction Issue" while the relationship of North Korea with the

 peripheral great powers such as China and US entered into boiling
 hot water.

 Soon after Kim Jong-il died, the Nöda Cabinet actively began

 attempts to contact North Korea actively. In January and March of

 2012, North Korea and Japan had successive secret meetings to dis-

 cuss "abduction issue" in northeast China and Ulan Bator, Mongo-

 lia.27 In the meantime, North Korea released two Japanese suspects

 arrested for the suspicion of drug trafficking and counterfeiting to

 express a good faith in the improvement of relations with Japan.

 Then, North Korea took the initiative to have a talk concerning the

 Japanese osseous remains from the war in North Korea. In April

 2012, during Kim Il-sung's centenary birthday commemorative

 activities, the ambassador for negotiating the normalization of the

 DPRK-Japanese diplomatic relationship, Song Il-ho said to the vis-

 itors from Japan that there could be cooperation on the collection

 and return of the wartime Japanese osseous remains in North Ko-

 rea.28 In June 2012, North Korea showed the relevant cemeteries to

 the Japanese media. In early August, after ten years, the Red Cross-

 es from North Korea and Japan restarted their communications

 concerning the returning Japanese osseous remains and visited the

 graves in North Korea. In early September, a Japanese non-govern-

 mental organization - the National Chongjin Society, went to Ham-

 hung in North Korea to worship the dug Japanese osseous remains.

 The North Korea's active efforts finally solicited a response from Ja-

 pan. As a result, a ministerial meeting was held between North Ko-

 rea and Japan in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia in mid-November 2012. Al-

 27 "The Japanese Media Say That Japan and North Korea Contact Secretly in Northeast
 China", Jan. 10, 2012, http://world.cankaoxiaoxi.com/2012/0110/10412.shtml.

 28 "North Korea Declares to Find More Japanese Osseous Remains and Want to Cooperate
 with Japan to Collect and Return Them", April 20, 2012, http://www.chinanews.com/
 gj/2012/04-20/3834862.shtml.
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 though the second launching of the Optical Star 3 satellite delayed

 the second ministerial meeting between North Korea and Japan, the

 contacts and communications were not stopped by North Korea's

 satellite launching and nuclear test as well as the substitution of the

 Japanese ruling party.

 After retaking the seat of prime minister, Shinzo Abe actively

 promoted the contact and communication with North Korea on

 the "abduction issue." In mid May and October 2013, Isao Lijima,

 Special Adviser of Crisis Management of the Abe Cabinet had se-

 cret meetings and straight-out communications with North Korea's

 senior officials in Pyongyang, North Korea and Dalian, China.29

 Amidst the growing conflicts among Japan, China and South Ko-

 rea, the contacts between Japan and North Korea have become

 more frequent. In December 2013 and January 2014, Ihara Junichi,

 director of the Asia and Oceania Bureau of Japan's Foreign Ministry

 secretly met with senior officials of North Korea's National Security

 Ministry in Shenyang, China and Hanoi, Vietnam. In late February,

 Japan and North Korea met in Hong Kong, China to discuss the

 issues regarding the Red Cross meeting, allowing Yokota Megumi's

 mother to have a chance to see the abduction victim and restarting

 the ministerial meeting.30 In early March, North Korea and Japan

 held a Red Cross meeting in Shenyang, China; In mid March, Yo-

 kota Megumi's mother had a meeting with her granddaughter Kim

 Hye-kyong who possesses North Korean nationality in Ulaanbaatar,

 Mongolia. These developments show how North Korea had changed

 its attitude on the "abduction issue". On 19th of March, Japan and

 North Korea had a meeting on the Red Cross issue in Shenyang,

 China. In late March, a foreign ministerial meeting was held in

 29 "Isao Lijima Might have Secretly Contacted with North Korea's Senior Officer
 in China Last October", Feb. 11, 2014, http://news.takungpao.com/world/
 exclusive/2014-02/2268527.html.

 30 "Japan and North Korea Hold Inter-governmental Discussion on the Nuclear Issue of
 North Korea", . http://news.sina.com.en/w/2014-03-31/090829830687.html.
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 Beijing between North Korea and Japan to discuss "the abduction

 issue" and an agreement was reached.

 With active contact and communication, finally North Korea

 and Japan made progress on "the abduction issue". In late May 2014,

 North Korea and Japan had a new round of meeting between gov-
 ernments in Stockholm and reached a concrete result: both sides

 agreed to reinvestigate the abduction case, and Japan would partial-

 ly lift its sanctions on North Korea when the investigation began.

 On July 1st, 2014, North Korea and Japan had a foreign ministerial

 governmental meeting in Beijing, at which time North Korea re-

 ported to Japan about the preparation of the investigation commit-

 tee for the abduction case, including the details of the committee,

 such as the authority, organization and officers responsible. Then

 on July 3rd, in return for the above mentioned, the Japanese Prime

 Minister, Abe Shinzo declared to partly lift the unilateral sanctions

 on North Korea. On the following day, North Korea officially start-

 ed a special investigation committee to reinvestigate the case of ab-

 duction and also promised to report the investigation to Japan in a

 timely manner.

 The progress on the "abduction issue" temporarily eased the re-

 lationship between the two countries, and then in August 2014, the

 foreign ministers of North Korea and Japan restarted their talk after

 ten years. In June 2014, the Japanese foreign minister made it clear

 that Prime Minister Abe would like to visit North Korea to solve the

 "abduction issue". However, after Japan had partly lifted the sanc-

 tion on North Korea, they did not publish the results of their inves-

 tigation on "the abduction issue" in accordance to their agreement.31

 On August 6th, 2015, the Japanese foreign minister urged North

 Korea to keep the promise and announce their investigation report

 31 "The Investigation Report of the Abduction Issue Is Delayed to Deliver and the Japanese

 Relatives Urge the Government to Pressure", July 5, 2015, http://news.xinhuanet.com/
 world/2015-07/05/c_127984863.html.
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 in their second meeting.32 So far the limited development of "the

 abduction issue" has not actually relaxed the relationship between

 North Korea and Japan.

 THE IMPACT OF NORTH KOREA'S PERIPHERAL

 DIPLOMACY ON THE DPRK-JAPANESE
 RELATIONSHIP

 The further freezing Sino-DPRK relationship has a very specific

 significance among the factors influencing the diplomatic dilemma

 of North Korea in the post Kim Jong-il era. Since the end of the

 Cold War, China started gradual readjustment of its diplomatic

 policies towards North Korea, whose orientation has changed from

 an "alliance relationship" based on ideology to normal interstate

 relationship based on national interests. Meanwhile China expected

 North Korea to readjust its cognition of international relations and

 regional situation. So China actively impelled North Korea to accept

 a market economy in order to better its national economic develop-

 ment and recovery in the round and finally to integrate into inter-

 national society with a more open posture. However, North Korea

 did not meet China's expectations and efforts; it always persisted

 in and strengthened its "Military-First Politics" and fully promoted

 its nuclear weapon and missile development plans. In spite of this,

 China still maintained its traditional friendly relations with North

 Korea and kept up on its political supports and economic aids with-

 in its power to North Korea before its third nuclear test happened.

 However, China could not tolerate North Korea's wanton behavior

 after its third nuclear test, as then the nuclear issue of North Korea

 32 "Japanese Foreign Minister Meets North Korean Foreign Minister", Aug. 6, 2015, http://

 news.xinhuanet.com/world/2015-08/06/c_1116172384.html.
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 had become a key factor that deeply impacted the core national

 interests of the two counties. Thus China turned to the partial

 sanction resolutions against North Korea made by the UN Security

 Council. The political Sino-DPRK political relationship unavoidably
 cooled into a frozen state.

 After succession, the new North Korean leader clearly expressed

 that "the national economy is requested to be recovered to the level

 of the 60s and 70s of the last century in three years and reach the

 living standards that North Koreans have the rice to eat, the soup

 to drink, the house to live in and silk clothes to wear."33 Since the

 third nuclear test, the North Korean leader carried out the policy of "

 combining economic development with nuclear force construction",

 and both are equally important . In this case the business relations
 with China and China's economic aids became more and more im-

 portant to North Korea's national economy. However, the cooling

 political relations between China and North Korea created a harm-

 ful effect to the business relations and cooperation between them.

 In August 2010, in the meeting with the then North Korean leader

 Kim Jong-Il, Hu Jintao, the then president of China, put forward the

 following principles for business cooperation: "government leading,

 enterprise orienting, market operation, mutual benefit".34 However,

 since North Korea's third nuclear test, the principle of "government

 leading" failed to maintain due to the cooling political relations and

 then, the Hwanggumphyong cooperative development and Rajin

 port construction projects became bogged down. Moreover, with

 China's accession to the sanctions by the international communi-

 ty against North Korea, the foreign aids and financing channels it

 could rely on no longer existed. It was conceivable that the down-

 33 "Kim Jong-un Promises to Make North Koreans Eat Rice and Meat Soup", Dec. 8, 2010,
 http://news.ifeng.com/world/detail_2010_12/08/3398232_0.shtml.

 34 "Hu Jintao Talks with Kim Jong-il in Changchun" Aug. 30, 2010, http://news.xinhuanet.

 com/politics/2010-08/30/c_12500145.html
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 turn of the trade exchange and business cooperation with China

 brought serious difficulties to North Korea's economy that had re-

 lied on China for a long time.

 Under the ongoing sanctions led by the US, it is more difficult

 for North Korea to obtain economic and material assistance from

 the West and the UN as well as from mainstream international or-

 ganizations. To allay the relations with the US is the key for North

 Korea to improve its external security environment and gain assis-

 tance from the international community. In order to seek contact

 and dialogue with the US, North Korea not only expressed its will-

 ingness and goodwill, but also used "basketball diplomacy", "hos-

 tage diplomacy" as well as other means to create opportunities for

 frequently meetings between American "senior commons" to show

 that the relationship between the US and North Korea has relaxed.

 But Obama administration's attitude has always been tough on the

 issue of nuclear development in North Korea, and never makes even

 the slightest concession. With the reaching of the comprehensive

 agreement on the Iranian nuclear issue and the forthcoming ex-

 piration of Obama's tenure, the US will put forth more diplomatic

 pressure on North Korea in the future. It will be impossible to cul-

 tivate any short-term changes in the relationship between the US

 and North Korea as long as North Korea maintains its stance on the

 nuclear issues.

 The re-warming of the relationship with Russia is a big diplo-
 matic achievement for North Korea after its third nuclear test. The

 cooperative projects between Russia and North Korea, such as the

 recently completed railway from Rajin to Hassan and the Pier 3 of

 Rajin Port in North Korea could serve to promote and deepen the
 economic and business relations between the two countries in the

 long run, as well as reduce the over dependence of North Korea's

 economy on China. However the positive effects will not emerge

 in a short period of time. Furthermore, the key point that the eco-

 nomic value of the railway from Rajin to Hassan could be maxi-
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 mized through further construction and operation of the Siberian

 railway into the South and North of the Korean Peninsula. To reach

 this target, a smooth relationship between North and South Korea

 is required in this peninsula, but again it is difficult to reach this

 goal in a short period of time. The short-term economic benefit for

 North Korea would be limited. With the existing conditions, Russia

 is not able to provide a large number of economic and material aids

 to North Korea. For the highly utilitarian Russia, it was the biggest

 concession and aid to North Korea for exempting its 90% debt from

 the former Soviet Union. From the perspective of politics, the new

 leader of North Korea would not completely ignore the attitude and

 feeling of China. It is quite similar to the trilateral relations among

 China, North Korea and the Soviet Union during the Cold War

 period when North Korea tried to deal between China and Russia

 in order to achieve its success. Being close to Russia, North Korea

 would like to put pressures on China to advance the détente of its

 relationship with China.

 Therefore, North Korea has to turn to other countries to seek

 assistance or other effective solutions, excluding China, the US and

 Russia in order to break its diplomatic difficulties since its third nu-

 clear test.

 Then, North Korea has to turn its attention to Japan, persuad-

 ing it to lift its unilateral sanctions, so as to ease its huge economic

 pressures at home by recovering the economic contact with the

 North Koreans living in Japan. Meanwhile, with the internal and

 external dilemma due to the visiting of the Yasukuni Shrine, lifting

 the right of collective self-defense and passing the "New Security

 Bill" has made the Abe Cabinet urgently improve the relationship

 between Japan and North Korea to keep up with communications

 at all times. Among the three big issues in the relationship between

 Japan and North Korea, the historical issue, the nuclear and missile

 issue, and the abduction issue, the first two are unchangeable prin-

 ciples for North Korea. Therefore, they could only find the common
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 ground on the "abduction issue". North Korea had to make a con-

 cession on the "abduction issue", and it repeatedly emphasizes that

 the issue has been solved and its firmly opposed to talk about it

 again, so as to promote the relationship between North Korea and

 Japan.

 CONCLUSION

 In summary, the brief ease in the relationship between North

 Korea and Japan due to the "abduction issue" in the past year does

 not mean that their relationship has significantly changéd. For

 North Korea, the change of its attitude on the "abduction issue" is to

 get rid of the peripheral diplomatic dilemma, and its fundamental

 purpose is to persuade Japan to lift its unilateral sanctions on North

 Korea; and for Japan, Abe' s adjustment of his policy towards North

 Korea during his second term as prime minister aims to ease the in-

 ternal and external dilemma caused by his visiting of the Yasukuni

 Shrine, lifting the right of collective self-defense, and earn more

 political capitals. Despite the news that Abe would visit North Ko-

 rea in August 2015 and that the two countries have secretly been in

 contact,35 it is difficult for Japan to change its policy towards North

 Korea substantially because it is subject to the Japan-US alliance,

 the trilateral coordination mechanism of the US, Japan and South

 Korea and Japan's stance on the issue of North Korea's nuclear and

 missiles development. Even though Prime Minister Abe has success-

 fully visited North Korea, the possibility to achieve a breakthrough

 in the relationship between the two countries would still be limited.

 When the relationship between China and North Korea begin to

 warm from its recent freezing situation, the economic and trade

 35 "Abe Will Visit North Korea and Talk with Kim Jong-un This Month?", Aug. 13, 2015,

 http://world.huanqiu.com/hot/2015-08/7260035.html.
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 exchanges of the two countries should quickly recover and rise

 again, and North Korea's domestic economic trouble would incur

 effective relief. Then North Korea would slow down its steps to ease

 its relationship with Japan. Furthermore, North Korea might turn

 to a tough attitude towards Japan and stop its concessions on the

 "abduction issue", then raise its historical and compensation issues

 to Japan. When the relationship between China and Japan loosens

 its tension, the Japanese government might once again play up the

 so-called "security threat" from North Korea, so as to promote the

 continuous achievement of its strategic target.

 In addition, North Korea's peripheral diplomatic difficulties have

 not been changed in spite of the eased relationship between North

 Korea and Japan. North Korea's concessions on the "abduction is-

 sue", the re-warming of the DPRK-Russia relationship as well as

 North Korea's "sports diplomacy" and "hostage diplomacy" are its

 attempts to relieve the surrounding diplomatic dilemma. Although

 these attempts have made progress more or less, they play limited

 roles in changing North Korea's peripheral diplomatic dilemma
 and domestic economic difficulties. This situation has made North

 Korea face China's significance in breaking through its peripheral

 diplomatic dilemma and easing its economic pressures. As a result

 it has made North Korea rekindle its friendship to China.36 With

 the reaching of a comprehensive agreement on the Iranian nucle-

 ar issue, and the recovery of the relationship between the US and

 Cuba, North Korea's nuclear issue as well as the DPRK-US relation-

 ship and the DPRK-Japan relationship have been widely noticed by

 the international community once again. It still remains to be seen

 how the third generation leader of North Korea, after his three- year

 mourning period, will display his diplomatic skills to the world.

 36 "North Korea Holds A Meeting for Veteran Soldiers and Kim Jong-un Pays Tribute to
 Volunteers Twice", July 27, 2015, http://military.people.com.cn/n/2015/0727/cl011-
 27364682.html.
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